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Clinical Utility of Mesenchymal Stem Cells
In the Treatment of Spinal Cord Injury
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES: After participating in this CME activity, the spine surgeon
should be better able to:
1. Discuss the basics of stem cell biology and
their mechanism of action in the treatment
of spinal cord injuries.
2. Identify theoretical predictors of clinical outcomes after stem cell treatment in patients
with spinal cord injury.
3. Assess the relative efficacy of stem cells in
the treatment of spinal cord injury according to recent literature.
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M

esenchymal stem cells (MSCs)
have theoretical potential in the
treatment of spinal cord injury
(SCI) because of their known neuroregenerative properties. This article provides an
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overview of stem cell biology, an introduction to the clinical uses of MSCs, and a
review of recent literature on stem cell treatment of SCI. Studies have demonstrated
that numerous factors affect the efficacy of
stem cell treatment of SCI, including baseline level of injury, spinal level of injury, and
timing of surgical intervention. The literature with regard to stem cell treatment of
SCI mainly comprises low-level evidence
and is largely inconclusive with regard to
efficacy. A careful review of recent literature suggests that more studies should be
conducted to provide grades I and II levels
of evidence and enable better determination
of treatment efficacy.

BACKGROUND
Numerous interventions aimed at clinical improvement in neurologic deficits
after SCI have, so far, demonstrated little
efficacy. The extent of disability and patient
suffering after SCI, as well as the high cost
of care, continue to motivate research into
effective interventions. Societal fear of
paralysis associated with SCI and desire for
hope of successful treatment results in a
robust emotional and economic investment
in the search for effective therapies, with
associated bias present in SCI research.
In addition to psychosocial issues, the
patient population is fragmented, with
variable mechanism and degree of neurologic injury. Clinical challenges include

nonuniform treatment protocols, difficulty
with injury classification, and a low overall
incidence of SCI at any one center. Research
efforts in pharmacologic, biologic, and procedural interventions have made some
strides, with large multicenter studies such
as the National Acute Spinal Cord Injury
Study (NASCIS), Austrian Spinal Cord
Injury Study (ASCIS), and other prospective studies. This review discusses MSC
therapies that conceptually address the
fundamental problem of cellular injury and
subsequent loss of motor and sensory
function resulting from SCI.

BASELINE INJURY VARIABILITY
Studies have been published describing the use of MSC therapies in both incomplete and complete SCI.1-3 Most available
studies also report the mechanism of injury
as blunt trauma, penetrating trauma, or
ischemic or iatrogenic SCI. Clear delineation of the degree of baseline injury and
cause of injury is necessary to compare
results of published trials; however, this
information is not always readily available.
The majority of published studies stratify
patients according to the American Spinal
Injury Association (ASIA) impairment scale
(Table 1).4 Studies in patients with incomplete injuries demonstrate greater variation
in the degree of recovery and greater probability of a positive clinical outcome,1 in contrast to patients with ASIA grade A injuries,
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Table 1. American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) Impairment Scale5
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ASIA Grade

Clinical Manifestation Below Level of Injury

A (complete)

No preservation of sensory or motor function in the sacral segments
(S4–S5)

B (incomplete)

Sensory but no motor function is preserved below the neurologic level and
in the sacral segments S4–S5
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C (incomplete)

Motor function is preserved below the neurologic level, and more than half
of the key muscles below the neurologic level have a muscle grade of
less than 3

D (incomplete)

Motor function is preserved below the neurologic level, and at least half of
the key muscles below the neurologic level have a muscle grade of at
least 3 or more

E (normal)

Sensory and motor functions are normal
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because of a variable baseline probability of
spontaneous improvement.6-8 Owing to this
variable spontaneous recovery, injuries graded B and C on the ASIA scale are not typically reported in high-quality articles analyzing the efficacy of MSCs.4
In addition to classifying the severity
of the lesion, spinal level of injury is reported in evaluating cellular therapy outcomes
because the cervical and thoracic spinal
cords have differing natural history with
regard to spontaneous neurologic improvement after injury. Chernykh et al9 and
Saberi et al10 demonstrated that greater
neurologic improvement in both motor and
sensory function is associated with injury
to the cervical spinal cord compared with
injury to the thoracic spinal cord. Other
studies have demonstrated that injuries to

the thoracic spinal cord display a more robust
response to bone marrow therapy than injuries to the cervical spinal cord.11

TIMING OF INTERVENTION
Delay between injury and intervention is a key factor in evaluating the efficacy of MSC treatment. The definition of
early intervention varies among researchers, ranging from 14 days to 2.6 years.11,12
Despite the variability of time to intervention in published research, an overwhelming majority of the literature proposes that early MSC intervention promotes
greater neurologic improvement.11-14,15,16
Bhanot17 postulates that in chronic
SCI, the chemokine signals are too weak
to direct stem cells toward the site of
injury.
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Conceptually, early intervention can potentially ameliorate
the injury before reactive processes of scar formation destroy the
cytoskeletal framework.17 Primary lesions are thought to prelude
a secondary injury via a more extensive inflammatory reaction,
potentially extending the zone of injury. Oligodendrocyte products
NI250, MAG, and tenascin-R; oligodendrocyte precursor products
NG2 DsD-1/phosphacan and versican;18 lack of appropriate
trophic support;19,20 and proliferation of fibroblasts, astrocytes,
microglia, and endothelial cells are thought to create a less salvageable tissue environment.21 This provides a tissue barrier that
impedes MSCs from accessing the lesion. This, in theory, can
limit the effectiveness of MSC therapies.
The efficacy of MSC treatment alone has not been defined.
MSCs may be part of a broader treatment plan that includes
other developing interventions. In addition to cellular therapy,
acute surgical intervention,10-14,17-24 pharmacologic therapy,25-28
and biologic interventions29 are being evaluated for treatment
of SCI.

wrap around groups of nonmyelinated sensory axons from the
peripheral nervous system to the central nervous system.45-47

CURRENT LITERATURE
Systematic reviews of the literature on MSC treatment of
SCI are available and emphasize the necessity for expanded
clinical trials. In a recent review by Harrop et al,4 no conclusion
regarding efficacy was assessed on the basis of available literature. In the authors’ evaluation, they excluded studies with
fewer than 10 patients and studies in which more than 20% of
the patients had non-SCI disorders or SCI that resulted from
tumor or infection. The authors note that smaller studies have
shed valuable insight on the potential therapeutic effect of
MSCs in SCI treatment, briefly citing studies by Feron et al and
Mackay-Sim et al.
Several subsequent studies are available in the literature
on the topic of MSC therapy. Vawda and Fehlings4 conducted a
mini-review of the literature, stressing the importance of MSCs’
ability to modulate inflammatory reactions and provide trophic
support to the damaged axon.
The most recent clinical study to date was conducted by
Dai and colleagues49 who analyzed treatment of complete and
chronic cervical SCI. Forty patients were randomized to either
bone marrow-derived MSC transplantation or control. Abbreviated
Injury Scale (AIS) and ASIA scores, residual urine volume, and
neurophysiologic function were assessed at baseline and 6
months postintervention. Significant improvements in motor
function, light touch, pin-prick sensation, and residual urine
volume were documented in 10 of the patients who received
cellular intervention. Furthermore, 9 patients had changes in
their AIS scores. The control group did not show improvement
in any variables of interest.49
Similarly, Jiang et al50 treated 20 patients with SCI with
autologous bone marrow-derived MSCs. As assessed by ASIA
scale, improvement was noted 30 days postintervention in 15
patients in sensory, motor, and autonomic nerve function.
Karamouzian et al51 conducted a nonrandomized clinical
trial to determine the potential adverse effects or risks associated with MSC transplantation in subacute thoracic SCI.
Lumbar puncture introduced the MSCs directly into the site of
injury, and patients were followed up for 12 to 23 months after
intervention. Although functional recovery was not statistically
significant, no adverse effects or complications were reported in
either the experimental or the control group.51
Park et al52 evaluated the long-term results of MSC cellular
therapy in patients who received 3 MSC injections at 4-week
intervals. Motor power grade, MRI, and electrophysiological
recordings were used as outcome measures. Six of 10 patients
improved motor power of upper extremities; of these, 3 improved
in activities of daily living. MRI demonstrated a decrease in cavity size and fiber-like low-signal intensity streaks.52 A summary
of the aforementioned studies is provided in Table 2.

CLINICAL USE OF STEM CELLS
Adult hematopoietic stem cell transplantation has been
integrated successfully into the practice of regenerative medicine. Unrelated donor hematopoietic cells have been used in the
treatment of leukemia and lymphoma for the past 25 years.30
Modern advances in cell culture technology, directed differentiation, and long-term propagation have improved the clinical
results of cellular transplantation therapy.31 In addition to leukemia and lymphoma, stem cells are used to treat patients after
cancer therapy and patients with severe burns.32

STEM CELL BIOLOGY
MSCs arise from the mesoderm of the epiblast (SCiS).
Unlike embryonic stem cells, MSCs have limited capacity for
regeneration and can give rise to muscle, vascular, and nerve
tissue; hematopoietic cells; and osteocytes. Animal studies
have demonstrated that MSCs are more likely to differentiate
into neuronal cells when in the presence of other neuronal
cells.33 Despite the high capacity of MSCs for tissue repair,34,35
the problem lies in directing the injected cells to the lesion site.
MSCs are easily harvested from bone marrow, umbilical cord
blood, peripheral blood, and body fat.36 Harvesting protocols and
isolating techniques for MSCs vary between laboratories. In several reports, the MSCs are aspirated from the posterior iliac crest
and collected in containers with citrate phosphate dextrose
ascorbic acid. Preparation, preservation, and injection techniques dramatically vary among studies,4 which can lead to
variation in outcomes. The MSCs are immunoprivileged and do
not activate alloreactive T cells37,38 because they do not display
costimulatory molecules such as B7-1, B7-2, CD40, CD40L, or
HLA II39,40 on their cell surface.
Olfactory-ensheathing cells are a subtype of glial-restricted
progenitor cells that also have potential in regenerative cellular
therapy. They are harvested from the olfactory bulb and have
demonstrated the ability to promote neural recovery and repair
in animal models of SCI41 by supporting continual axon process
extension.42-44 They are unique in that they have the ability to

CONCLUSION
SCI remains a devastating diagnosis associated with grave
disability, adverse effects, and poor patient outcomes. The costs
3
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Table 2. Literature on Stem Cell Treatment of Spinal Cord Injury
First Author
(Year)

Sample
Size (n)

Treatment

Follow-up
Time

Dai et al49

40

Bone marrow-derived MSCs

6 mos

Jiang et al50

20*

Bone marrow-derived MSCs

30 d

Karamouzian
et al51

31

Bone marrow-derived MSCs

Park et al52

10*

Bone marrow-derived MSCs

Reported Outcomes

Level of
Evidence

50% of patients in the treated group
experienced clinical improvement

3

75% of those treated experienced clinical
improvement

4

12–33 mos

45.5% of those treated experienced
substantial recovery, but this result may be
statistically marginal

3

6 mos

30% of patients treated with MSCs exhibited
significant improvement at follow-up

4

MSCs, mesenchymal stem cells.
*Sample size does not include the control group.

of care for patients with these disabilities can be staggering.
There are limited treatment options to restore spinal cord function after injury. MSCs have a theoretical role in the treatment
of SCI. The studies available in the literature generally provide
lower levels of evidence with bias, diverse patient populations,
and varying degrees of injury limiting any definitive conclusions
about efficacy. In addition, techniques for collection, source of
collection, culture, and delivery have not been uniformly established, with the result that there is little consensus among
studies with regard to methods of therapy. On the other hand,
with a cumulatively large number of treatment reports, there
have been limited reports of serious adverse effects related to
the various treatment methods used in MSC therapy. Further
research will build on treatment techniques and establishing
efficacy through randomized prospective studies.
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1. Human MSCs arise from which one of the following germ layers?
A. Endoderm
B. Mesoderm of the epiblast
C. Ectoderm of the epiblast
D. Mesoderm of the hypoblast

6. Which one of the following does not contribute to tissue barrier
formation that impedes MSC access to the lesion site?
A. Inflammatory reaction that occurs with primary injury
B. Disturbance in mitochondrial function
C. Accumulation of oligodendrocyte products such as NI250,
MAG, and tenascin-R
D. Proliferation of fibroblasts, astrocytes, microglia, and endothelial
cells

2. MSCs can give rise to all of the following tissues and/or cells except
A. osteocytes
B. myocytes
C. neurons
D. hepatocytes

7. Which one of the following statements regarding olfactory-ensheathing
cells is true?
A. They are a type of microglia also known as olfactory Schwann cells.
B. They are present only in the central nervous system.
C. They are cells that help maintain the olfactory mucosa.
D. They can wrap around groups of nonmyelinated sensory
axons from the peripheral nervous system to the central nervous system.

3. Olfactory-ensheathing cells have been discovered to promote
neural recovery and repair primarily through which one of the
following mechanisms?
A. Differentiation into neuronal cells while in the presence of
neurons
B. Suppression of harmful inflammatory reaction that occurs
with primary lesions
C. Support of continual axon process extension and provision of
trophic support
D. Phagocytosis of axonal debris

8. A patient presents with SCI at the cervical level. Could a general outcome be predicted simply on the basis of level of injury?
A. No. Recent findings are inconclusive with regard to which level
of SCI may have greater potential for recovery. It is assumed
that the level of injury may impact recovery because of the
differing natural histories of the cervical and thoracic spines.
B. Yes. Recent evidence indicates that patients with cervical
SCI may have better outcomes than those with thoracic SCI.
C. Yes. Recent findings support the notion that patients with
thoracic injury experience greater improvement in motor
and sensory function than those with cervical injury.
D. No. There is no correlation between level of injury and outcomes after SCI.

4. According to the literature, clinical factors that may affect the
efficacy of MSC treatment in patients with SCI include
A. degree of baseline injury
B. spinal level of injury
C. timing of intervention
D. all of the above
5. A patient sustained severe SCI (ASIA grade A) approximately
5 years previously. If the patient were to be treated now via
administration of MSCs, what might you predict about neurologic recovery on the basis of recent clinical evidence?
A. Little neurologic improvement because of relatively late intervention and injury severity
B. Some improvement in neurologic function primarily because
of the timing of intervention
C. Great improvement in neurologic function because of the baseline level of injury
D. Some improvement in neurologic function because of the potency
of Cethrin treatment

9. According to evidence presented in recent literature, which one
of the following patients could potentially have the best prognosis if treated with MSCs?
A. Patient with an incomplete SCI who receives late treatment
B. Patient with a complete SCI who receives early treatment
C. Patient with an incomplete SCI who receives early treatment
D. Patient with a complete SCI who receives late treatment
10. All of the following are accepted clinical uses for MSCs except
A. treatment of leukemia and lymphoma
B. restoration of skin after severe burns
C. engraftment (replacement of blood cells) after cancer therapy
D. treatment of SCI
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